Digitally recorded sounds that repel birds

Bird Gard® digital bird control products are fully programmable to repel specific bird species. All of our systems are proudly assembled in the USA.

Bird Gard® products broadcast certain combinations of sounds that naturally repels and drives away unwanted or dangerous birds. Bird Gard® products use digital quality recordings of actual bird distress and predator calls and annoying electronic harassment sounds to repel birds by creating a hostile environment where the birds feel threatened and uncomfortable. These sounds are broadcast by a microprocessor and output through high-fidelity speakers. All Bird Gard products incorporate state-of-the-art random technology that keeps the birds from becoming accustomed to hearing the same sounds at the same time intervals.

We chose a Pinot Noir block at our Carneros ranch that has had bird problems since 1976...this particular block...has consistently suffered annual bird damage and subsequent yield reductions. It was very impressive to set up the Bird Gard systems and watch the bird damage be eliminated. It was quite amazing to see no bird damage occur at all in the entire block.

The World Leader in Electronic Bird Control

Bird Gard, LLC designs, manufactures and markets a complete line of programmable bird control products. Our products use digitally recorded bird distress calls and electronic harassment sounds to repel targeted birds from crops, buildings, airports—anywhere birds are a nuisance.

Systems are available in a variety of speaker and power configurations and can be customized for specific applications.

All systems are backed by a one year satisfaction guarantee and are weather and UV resistant.

- Crystal-clear, high fidelity sound output
- Custom programmed configurations
- Random mode to prevent habituation
Bird Gard’s complete line of digital bird repellers includes systems to suit most applications.

Each bird repelling system features multiple sounds that are fully selectable and programmable for customized operation.

All Bird Gard models repel birds by broadcasting a combination of audible distress calls of different bird species and/or artificially-generated harassment sounds that are effective in repelling hard-to-repel bird species.

All units can be powered by AC current (except Super Pro Amp) or a 12-volt battery (which can be charged by an optional solar panel).

Contact us with information on the birds you want to repel and the area you want to protect and let us customize a recommendation for your unique bird control problem.
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PRO
Covers up to 1.5 acres (0.6 hectare)

Our smallest unit, the Pro is designed for smaller applications with coverage up to 1.5 acres (0.6 hectare). It features a built-in amplifier and speaker and mounts easily to a post or fence using the included mounting bracket. Now includes enhanced random features.

Complete system includes the generating unit with built-in speaker, 110VAC adapter with 50 feet of cable, weatherproof enclosure, and mounting bracket. Optional accessories: External speaker, 5-watt solar panel, battery cable with clips.

PRO PLUS
Covers up to 3.0 acres (1.2 hectares)

The Pro Plus system features solid-state electronics mounted inside a NEMA-rated control box that is suitable for most any application. The unit features two built-in amplifiers and two external speakers, for high-volume, crystal-clear digital sound output. Now includes enhanced random features and a user-replaceable EPROM recording chip that can be easily changed to use different sounds. The generating unit mounts easily to a post or pole using the included mounting hardware and bracket.

System includes the generating unit with two built-in amplifiers, 110VAC adapter with 50 feet of cable, two external speakers (each with 100 feet of cable) and a 10-foot battery cable with clips. Optional accessories: 5-watt solar panel.

SUPER PRO
Covers up to 6.0 acres (2.4 hectares)

Our most popular unit, the Super Pro features four built-in amplifiers and four external speakers for high-volume, crystal-clear digital sound output. Now includes enhanced random features for speaker selection and sound frequency, and a user-replaceable EPROM recording chip that can be easily changed to use different sounds. It mounts easily to a post or pole using the included mounting hardware and brackets. The generating unit features solid-state electronics mounted inside a NEMA-type control box for weather protection.

Complete system includes the generating unit with four built-in amplifiers, 110VAC adapter with 50 feet of cable, four external speakers (each with 100 feet of cable) and a 10-foot battery cable with clips. Optional accessories: 20-watt solar panel, four external speakers in a single enclosure.

SUPER PRO AMP
Covers up to 30 acres (12 hectares)

Our most powerful system. It includes two high-output amplifiers that are capable of driving our specially designed 20-speaker tower. The intense, sound output covers up to 30 acres (12 hectares). It features solid-state electronics mounted inside a NEMA-type control box that is suitable for most any application. The generating unit mounts easily to a post or pole using the included mounting hardware and bracket.

Complete system includes the generating unit with two built-in high-output amplifiers, 20-speaker tower with audio cables, 40-watt solar panel, battery clips and all mounting hardware. Note: This unit is capable of sound output up to 125 decibels, hearing protection is recommended.
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